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1 Introduction
The e-,-functions
implement a standard TCE interface for different control experiments. See
exp .doc for details. For vadous reasons, one may be interested t o use a simulated environment
in stead of the real experimental environment. There should not be any reason to write
different code for this case, i.e. the same exp,-functions must be able t o drive a simulator as
well. A facility like this is often refered to as a plug-in simulator.
This document describes the standard TCE simulation interface. It is a plug-in facility which
implements the exp--functions and is meant for sampled data systems only. The document&
tion is meant for the user of a simulator, but some information on building one is included.
Document sim-a.doc gives detailed information about the implementation of a simulator.
From the application point of view, an experiment is a dynamic relation between commanded
inputs ~ ( t and
) measured outputs z(t>, which are called commands and measurements respectively in this documentation. The measurements depend also on initial conditions and
(unknown) external stimuli. In general, the relation between commands and measurements,
i.e. the inputloutput relation, is not known in detail. So, when using a simulator for the
experiment, the application should not bother about the details of the simulator. However,
as the simulator can only be implemented as a mathematical procedure, you may get detailed
insight in and have influence on it. In this way you may study the effect of parameter variations using a simulator, while this is generally much more difficult t o accomplish in the real
experimental world.
Section 2 describes how you may use a simulator and how to switch between experiment
and simulator. Section 3 discusses some general means to influence the simulator’s behavior.
How a simulator is built is the topic of section 4 and section 5 gives insight in the way the
simulator’s behavior may be influenced in more detail. Finally, section 6 tells how a simulator
may be used right from within MATLAB.
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Using a simulator

When you run an experiment in the TCE style (refer to exp. doc), you write your application
code in C or C++ and link it with a standard TCE library and an experiment-specific interface.
The latter one may be replaced by a simulator interface.
Let’s give an example: YQU want to drive the XY-table with a (i.e. your) program TEST1.C.
In Turbo C,you make a project TESTl.PRJ, where you add
TEST1 .C

\TCE\EXP,XY.LIB
\TCE\TCEll.LIB
for your code, the standard TCE-style XY-table interface functions and a standard TCE library respectively. Executing ”make” (or pressing function key F9) creates an executable file
TEST1 .EXE, named after the project’s base name, which will run on the PC with the XY-table
only: the oxp--functions in \TCE\EXP,XY .LIB address the signal-handling hardware which is
in, or connected to, this particular PC.

When you want to simulate, just replace \TCE\EXP-XY.LIB with \TCE\SIM-XY .LIB. Sow, a
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simulator implements the e*,-functions
and you may run the code on any PC. You may
leave project TEST1 .PRJ unchanged and choose to create another project, say TESTIS .PRJ, to
contain the simulator version. The latter project creates an executable file TESTIS .EXE which
may be side-by-side with TEST1 EXE and you may differentiate between both elsewhere, for
instance in MATLAB.

.

The \TCE\SIH-XY.LIB in the example refers t o a standard simulator interface as it apperently
resides in the TCE directory. You may use another simulator as well, maybe one written or
adapted by yourself. In this case the \TCE\SI#-XY .LIB line must be replaced by any .C, .OBJ
or .LIB file which contains an appropriate implementation of the exp,-functions.
Remark: Compiling a .C file creates an .OBJ file, which is the code version of the .C original.
Linking .OBJ and .LIB files together creates an executable .EXE file. A . L I B file is just a collection
of one or more .OBJ Bes which the linker manipulates in a relatively smart way.
The exp,-functions maintain a vector of three values with wait information, see exp.doc.
A simulator, running on an arbitrary time base only, does not deal with real-time waits.
However, it delivers in the wait vector:
clock time, in seconds, since last exp-init or exp-wait-reset;
number of successfull integration steps made;
number of unsuccessful1 integration steps.

3 Influencing the simulator9sbehavior

- part 1

As from the application’s point of view the exp--interface is equal for experiment and simulator, you do not influence the simulator’s behavior by changing your application program.
You do this by (optional) files SIM,?.DAT with various letters for the question mark. Which
ones are available is explained below. When the simulator starts, it gets default values from
the implementator, then it tries to read values from the SI#-?.DAT files and finally it may
report the actual values in corresponding SIM,?.RPT files. In this way the SI#,?.RPT files
will give the simulator internals of the latest run. You may copy a .RPT file to a .DAT file to
make it operative. In the .DAT file you may change values by using an editor. All DAT files
contain lines with a single numerical value, all further information on the line is not read; the
data in the file may be regarded as, and regularly is, a vector. You may maintain the value
of such a vector in MATLAB as well: make it a column vector, say p, and present it to the
simulator with MATLAB’s save facility:
save sim-p.dat p /ascii
Do not forget the ”/ascii” flag, as the simulator only reads in this format.
When you deal with a real experiment, you may influence its initial state by external means
(for instance using your muscles). The equivalent with respect to the simulator is SIM,Z.DAT,
where you may give desired values for the initial measurements z(O), one value per line.
Another point is timing: you get measurements, do your calculations and send commands.
The delay between measurements and commands is implicit in the real experiment, but the
simulator, maintaining a mathematical time base, is not automatically aware of (the size of)
this delay. Further, the simulator implements numerical integration of differential equations
which describe the (supposed) behavior of the experiment. Numerical integration can only
be done with a limited accurace. The higher accuracy you want, the more computing time
is used. So, you must have the choice. Finally, as the simulator does not need t o run in real
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time, it may generate additional data and create (large) files. FiIe SIM,C.I)AT is used t o give
you the opportunity t o influence this kind of simulator control information.

In file SIM,C.DAT you may specify up t o nine values, again one value per line:
Command delay [s];default is O
The deiay between exp-get and exp,pu,ui;
Integration accuracy; default is le-3
accuracy
This is a relative accuracy; reasonable values are l e 5 le-3.
Integration
method [-I; default is 1
method
O : Runge Kutta second order
1 : Runge Kutta fourth order
Both methods use step size control to maintain accuracy.
Mimimum integration step size Is]; default is le-6
d t ,min
Controls (together with accuracy) the accuracy. See below.
What quantization errors and clipping to include; default is 11
quant
Read the value as a two-digit decimal number lO"u-i-z, where u stands
for the commands and z for the measurements:
8 8 : none
81 : measurements only
10 : commands only
11 : measurements and commands
Remark: commands are not clipped when quantization < 10.
.RPT files t o be made; default is O
report
O : no
1 : yes
Remark when there is no file SIM,C.DAT, it will be created.
show-t ime Show simulation time; default is O
O : no
1 : at sample moments
2 : at all moments where integrator made progression
What log files t o create; default is 0
log-code
l o g - l i n e s Maximum number of lines in the log files; default is 1080.
log-code and l o g - l i n e s are for debugging and documented in sim-a.doc.
ud

..

Progression in time is done by the integrator, which is part of the simulator. The integrator
takes discrete time steps of variable size. When the accuracy of a trial step (which is by
the way much better for method=l compared to method=O) does not match accuracy, the
integrator will try a smaller step size, but normally it will not go below a step size dt-min:
when reaching dt-min, it will accept the step even when accuracy is not met. Normally, the
accuracy is controlled by the value of accuracy only, with dt-min acting its a safeguard only.
Remark The implementator may have overwritten the default values for the accuracy-relatedvalues,
for quant and for report.

4

Writing a simulator

For a speciñc experiment, someone has t o implement the interface: electrical connections,
signal conditioning, handling A/D and D/A conversions, etc. As the exp--interface maintains
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a regular time-base as well, timing must be handled too. For a simulated environment, signal
handling and timing are not the major problems. The actual problem is the implementation of
a relation between commands and measurements which resembles that of the real experiment.
To do this, one needs a model, i.e., a mathematical description, of the relevant behavior of
the system.
In a state-space description, introducing a state vector xitj, a modeì which may resembie this
behavior may be written as:
x(0) = x0
dx/dt = f x ( x , p , u , w , t ) ,
2
= fZ(X,P,U,V,t)
where f x and fz are vector functions describing the system dynamics the measurements
respectively. The vectors s and v represent system and measurement disturbances respectively
and vector p is introduced t o represent parameters, which may be needed t o evaluate fx and
fz. The vectors u, v, w, x, z and dx/dt are al1 functions of the time, but p is meant t o be
time-invarimt .
Vectors v and w axe assumed to behave (pseudojstochastic and depend on specification vectors
with "typical" values vt and w t respectively. For positive elements of vt, the corresponding
elements of realization v are taken from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation vt. For negative elements of vt, the realizations v are taken from a uniform distribution between - Iv t I and + 1 v t I. For zero elements of vt, the corresponding elements of v
will be zero. A SimiIar relation holds for realizations w dependent on typical values w t .

A TCE related simulator must implement the exp,-functions. Above global mathematical description, although the basics of the simulator, is only an underlying part of the programming
job. However, much of the code is common to all simulators. This includes not only the
actual exp, functions, but also the integrator, handling of user-requested data in SIM3.DAT
files etc. There is standard code for this. You, as an implementator, may concentrate on the
following topics:
- choose a state vector x(t) and a parameter vector p;
- write code to evaluate the functions fx and fz;
- write some code for initialisation, default values etc.;
- document (in some way) your implementation in such a way, that users may influence the
simulators behavior as far as needed.
Implementing a simple simulator may be done by inspecting and cloning the template files
sim,ex<n>. c with numbers <n> = 1, 2, .., found in the t c e directory.
Start with sim-ex1 .c, which is extensively documented, the higher numbers do not include
full documentation. Proceed to higher numbers as they seem to be adequate for your purposes.
They explain their purpose in their first lines.
Integration of differential equations with Runge Kutta accuracy controlled methods is straight
Îorward as long as the functions fx are suEc+entJy smooth; see siïijex:. t. E ~ w w e r when
,
they contain discontinuities, integration becomes a problem. The standard code will handle
discontinuities, but you should help (which is not always a trivial task); see sim-ex2 .e. When
implementing equations-of-motion and the discontinuities are Coulomb-like forces or moments,
there is a standard code extension module to handle this without any special problem for you;
see sim-ex3. e . Apart from command delay, which is controlled directly by the user, there are
simple provisions for delayed measurements; see sim-ex4. e. When you need more (detailed
and/or background) information, refer t o sim-a doc.

.
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Influencing the simulator9sbehavior - part 2

You may influence the simulator’s behavior when you know about its model and parameters.
You do this by specifying the:
- parameter vector p in file SIM,P.DAT;
- stochastic properties vector vi in nie Sïeti,‘v‘.UÂ~
- stochastic properties vector w t in file SIM-W.DAT;
- initial state vector x(0) in file S I K X . D A T ;
As with SIM-C and SIM-Z, report files are made as compagnons of above .DAT files as well.
Remark When you specify both SIM,Z.DAT and SIH,X.DAT, SIM,Z.DAT is processed first. So,
complete initial conditions in x(O) overrule partial initial conditions in zfO>.
Remark For zero size vectors, a corresponding .DAT .ale ha9 no meaning and no .RPT file is made.

6

Using a simulator from within MATLAB

A simulator may be available right from within MATLAB as well. In this case it is implemented as a single .MIX file which implements the functionallity of all exp--functions. The
.MEX file will have a name related t o the system to be simulated, for instance SIM-XY.MEx
t o simulate the XY-table, and is assumed t o reside in your current directory or somewhere
where MATLAB will ñnd it.
For generallity, the generic name sys is used for the system to be simulated. So, for sys, you
must read sim-xy t o refer to the actual .MEX ñle name and using MATLAB’s convention to
have lowercase function names where DOS filenames are in capitals.
There is MATLAB help available:
h e l p sys
lists the documentation as presented here, using sys as a generic name. When you actually
want t o use sim-xy, you may try to get specific help with

help sim-xy
Referring to exp.doe, the functions involved are exp-init, exp-fini, exp-get and exp-put.
In the direct MATLAB version, they are all versions of the single (generic) function sys.

% equivalent of exp-init.
Initializes system to use sample time of dt. Returns initial measurements.
% equivalent of exp-f bi.
wait = sys(’f ’1 ;
Returns 3*1 wait vector.
% equivalent of exp-put.
u-applied = sys( ?p7,u) ;
Accepts commands u. Returns commaads as they are applied, i.e., eventually
dipped and qr?antized*
% equivalent of exp-get.
z = sys(’g9;
Proceeds to next sample moment. Returns measurements.
z =

sys(’i’,dt);

z = sys(u);
Equal to:
[z ,u,applied]

sys(’p’,u); z = sys(’g7);
= sys(u) ;

Equal to: in applied = sys(’p’ ,u) ; z = sys(’g’1;

1
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Introduction

Within the TCE environment, which deñnes a standard experiment interface, there is a facility
t o use ”plug-in” simulators instead of the real experimental environment. See tce .doc for
general information, exp.doc for the experiment interface and sim.doc for the use (and a
giobai idea about the impIernentaticiïì) ûf a TCE cumpatib!e simdakm.
This document describes the details of writing such a simulator. As stated in sim.doc, you
may well be able to write a simple simulator by inspecting and cloning one of the example
simulators sim-ex? c in the \TCE\SIH directory without reading this document in detail.

.

A TCE compatible simulator relies on common code to implement the general part of the job,
which includes the integrator and all interaction with the user. As a consequence, implementing a simulator for a specific situation is a relatively easy task. Moreover, the user of your
simulator may be up and running fast, as all TCE compatible simulators have an uniform way
of presentating themseives.
This document describes the standard TCE compatible simulator. Extension modules may be
available as well. They extend the standard simulator possibilities with specific services for
special classes of simulator jobs. As they may be added after writing this, documentation on
them cannot be included here. Look for Hes sim?,a.doc with any non-empty replacement
for the question mark. Appendix A tells what you are supposed t o find where.
When you plan to write a TCE compatible simulator, there are two prerequisites. In the first
place you must have an experimental environment, perhaps only conceptually. You must have
a set of commands (i.e., inputs to the experiment) and a set of measurements (i.e., outputs
of the experiment). As both commands and measurements are (assumed t o be) external
signals to be handled by a computer, you need to know how to handle them: discretization,
clipping, etc. As we like to use physically meaningfull representations for both commands
and measurements, you need t o know how to translate them as well. Secondly, YOU must
make a state-space model to describe the experiment’s behavior, resulting in a set of system
equations, which describes the dynamics, and a related set of output equations which describes
the measurements.
Your system equations may or may not contain discontinuous functions. The details about
(the definition of) discontinuities, are explained in section 3.
Once the prerequisites are met, you may start writing the simulator itself. It should be a
piece of code in C or C++.
Remark: When possible, avoid to use C++, as this allows the simulator to run on any (eventually
additional) processor. Moreover, the direct Matlab version, as discussed in sim.doc, may be build
without any problem in this case (and will be much more compact than a e++version).
Your simulator is used by some user’s control program, which may be written in C or C++. When
you are the user and you compile control program and sirnuiator together, the compilation oÍ your
C simulator may be done with a C++ compiler as well.
This document tries to avoid discussing all implementation details in a single chunck. So, it
is split up in a number of sections, which go into the details for specific situations.
Section 2 discusses the implementation of a simple sirnulator without discontinuities. It is
the basis for every implementation. In addition to this, section 3 goes into the details related
with discontinuities in your system equations.
Command delays are under direct control oÍ the user, see sim.doc. There may be situations,
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where (a subset of) the measurements should be available at a delayed time as well. Limited
support for this is available, see section 4.
Once your simulator is built, you may create a .HEX version of it. Refer to section 6 for details.

This section discusses a simple simulator without discontinuities.
You have to write three parts of C code: the experiment definition part, the simulator definition part and the simulator implementation part. The parts must be in the sequence as listed
above and they are discussed below.

2.1

The experiment definition part

When writing a simulator for an existing experiment, you may. just insert a h e
#include <exp,?.dcl>
(where dcï stands for declaration) with some appropriate replacement for the questionmark
to complete this part. In this case, there is no need t o read the remainder of the discussion
about experiment definitions.
Remark: The experiment defìnition is split-up in a .def and a .d c l file, where the latter includes
the corresponding .def file. The C compiler restricts arrays to be declared only once. Any module
may include the .def part, but only one may include the .d c l part. Your simulator is that module.
A control program should include only the .def part when needed.

2.1.1

Background

Commands and measurements may be, and normally are, defined as physical quantities. In
the experimental situation, they are actually (electric) interface signals. As these interface
signals must be handled by a computer, they must, in many cases, pass an Analog-to-Digital
or Digital-to-Analog converter. In any case, they must be ia a discrete form with a limited
resoliition.
In the experimental situation, we get discrete values for the measurements, i.e. the equivalents
of the electrical signals, and compute the corresponding physical quantities by:
physical = res * discrete + ofs
Here, discrete is assumed to be an integer value (the result of an AID conversion, the
readout of an incremental encoder, etc.), res is shorthand for resolution and Q ~ for
S
offset.
Note, that the offset is in physical quantities, not in discrete equivalents.
The commands, i.e. the inputs for the simulator, go the other way around. Conceptually, they
are (or may be) physical quantities, which must pass through a D/A converter or otherwise
presented t o the outside worid. This requires an integer discrete vdue and the conversion is
the inverse of above one:
discrete = (physical - ofs) / res
Both for commands and measurements, it is assumed that discrete is an integer value which
may have a limited representable range, say between min and max. The effects are quantization
errors and (eventually) clipping.
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Your code

Here is what is needed in the experiment definition part. The names (where the eV,-prefix
indicates their experiment-bounded origin) are required, the values are meant as an example
and will depend on the actual implementation. Do not wonder immediately about strange
Vdnes at Erst sight, they are discussed right after the example.

/* number of commands
*/
/* number of measurements */

#define exp-nu
M e f ine exp-nz-max

i
2

int

= -( 0 3,

exp-u-min Cexp,nul
exp-u-max Eeq-nul
double exp-u-of s Cexp-nul
exp-u-res Cexp-nul

/*

for commands u

*/

=Io>;
=CO),
=

le-4

3;

exp,z-minCeq-nz,maxl
= I O, O 3 , /* for measurements z */
exp,z,maxCexp,nz,maxl
= C O, 0 1;
double exp-z,ofsCexp,sz-max]
= c O, O 3,
exp,z,resEexp,nz,max]
= I ie-4, ie-4 3;
The vectors exp-u-of s and exp-u-res are offset and resolution of the commands respectively;
exp-u-min and exp-u-max give minimum and maximum for the commands in discrete values,
not in physical quantities, and are used to clip the commands. For any min >= max, no clipping
is done, as for min = max = O in above example. The same holds for the exp-z-variables.
In Appendix B the details about how quantization is handled are given for reference.
Remark The number of measurements is exp-nz-max, not exp-nz. The user may ask for less measurements than the complete set. However, this part of the simulator must anticipate on delivering
the complete set and is not involved with the actual exp-nz.
long

Remark The type of axp-u-min, exp-u-ma, exp-z-min and exp-z-max may be either i n t or long.
Type i n t supports values from -32768 to +32767 (inclusive) only. Type long has an approximate
integer range from -2 - io9 to +2 io9.

2.1.3

fihortcutting things

The user may speci& a value for quantization in the simulator control file sincc .dat. When
he does not want the commands to be quantizised, which excludes clipping as well, the values
of exp-u-??? are actudly not used.
As it is not known at compile time whether quantization is to be used or not, the code is there
and is eventually bypassed. While the CO& is there, you mast supply dl ewq-n-??? arrays:
the compiler will complain about unknown variables when you omit them.
. .
However, ywa may e d ü i t e the possibility of yU&iltízatíonby defining 8, xdne fcr HAX-QO?T
which serves as the maximal value - on a ”per decimal digit basisv - of user’s quantization.
When you use
#define IESAX-QUANT
O1
quantization may be O or L only. In this case, the commands will never be quantizised and
the compiler will. crnit all related quaotization and dipping code completely. As a consequence,
YQU need not supply any of the exp-u-??? arrays now.
The rneassurements are handled in a similar way. With M.AX,QUANT=lO, quantization may
be O or 10 only, not 1or 11 (which is what we meant above with ” per decimal digit”). Actual
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quantization is bypassed for quantization equal to O or i0 and skipped from the code for
MAX-QUANT equal to O or 10.
When defining MAX-QUANT, please do so in the experiment definition part. The default value
for it is equal to I'd. (all quantization may be active).

2.2

The simulator definition part

You must define a number of non-negative constants t o indicate the "size9' of your simulator.

#define
#define
#define
#define

sim-np
sim-nv
sim-nw
siipnx

<number
(number
<number
(number

of
of
of
of

parameters)
disturbances in measurement equations>
disturbances in system equations>
states>

Remark: The number of eominmds aiid UpeasurerneEts are zxp-m and zlcp-nz-nax respectively
and are already de€ined in the experiment definition part.

NQWgive names for the parameters, states and measurements by declaring the text arrays
sim-pnames, sim-xnames and sim-znames respectively.
As an example, assuming sim-np,sim-nx and exp-nz-max to be 3, 4 and 2 respectively:
char

*sim-pnames[sim-npl
"tau CsIfl,
"k [-Irf,

"u-max [Mml

= .f. /* Names for parameters */
/* O ( C numbering) */
/* 1
*/
/* 2
*/

3;
char

*sim,xnames [sim-nxl
I'X

=

< /*

=

<

Names for states

*/

[d

I',

"phi

[rad] I'
"dx/dt
[m/sl
,Idphi/dt [rad/SI f t

3;
char

*sim-znames[exp-nz,max~

"x", t'phif'3;

The general, standard C,notation is:
char
*name[n] = "sof', r t ~,i f ' , rfsCn-íl[t'3;
with a comma between any two strings.
The names are used to annotate the .RPT files only. You may not omit them completely as
the stmdard zoGe refers t~ their nazes, but pil may d
1
d a line
#include <stdio.h>
at the top of your code and replace m y 01; dl &he arnes with
#define sim-pnames
NULL
#define sim-xnames
MJLL
#define sim-names
NULL
to indicate the actual absence of the names.

<

.-.

Finish the simulator definition part with
double sim-pCsim,npl = .f.
, 3;
which declares and initializes the parameter vector; substitute numerical values for the dots,

.. .. ..
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The simulator implementation part

In the simulator implementation part, you should write five functions: sim-fx to implement
the system equations, sim-€2 to implement the output (or measurement) equations and three
initialization functions sim-init , sim-init ,x and sim-init - check.
rni *

Anis documenta+icrn stafis by ixtitrvdueirig the uii;=.bat;!ei: y 3 1 sE,sü!d k n ~ w
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discussion about their meaning. Then, the initialization sequence, as used by the standard
code, is explained, to motivate the abundant number of initialization functions. Finally, the
details of the actual implementation are discussed.
The handling of discontinuities is discussed separately in section 3 and is omitted here.

2.3.1

Variables

You should know about a number of vectors. Vectors with names prefixed by sim- are global
variables, the others are arguments of functions.
Vector
sim-p
sim-v
sim,sim-w
sim-wt
sim-xn
sim-xt

length
sim-mp
sim-nv
sim-nv
sim-nw
sim-nw
sim-=

dxdt

sim-nx
sim-mu
sim-nx
sim-nz-rnax

a
X
Z

Sim-pur

description
Parameters
Disturbances for measurements
Typical values for sim-v
Disturbances for system equations
Typical values €or sim-w
Norms for x
Typical values for x
Time derivative of x
Commands
States
Measurements

&mark: In C, a vector v of length n is declared as
double vCnl;
md hm the elements v CO] .. v Ca-i] only; element v En] does not exist!

The variable stepsize integrator in the standard part of the simulation code tries to maintain a
relative accuracy as specified by the user: the error in xCil must stay below acc*sim_xn[il
where ace is the accuracy specified and sim-xnCiI is some norm €or xCil You, as the
implementor, may set the norms sim-xnlil for any or all of the elements of x[il. You
do this by setting typical values sim-xt [i] t o positive values: sim-xn [i] will be equal to
sira-xt Ei1 for all sim-xt Lil >O. For elements sim-xt Til <=O, sim,xmEil will be maintained
dynamically to contain the maximum absolute value o€ xCil seen thus far.

.

Disturbances sim-v and sim-u behave (pseubojstociiastic and their values depend on those
of sim-vt and sim-wt respectively, See sim.doc for more details.
There is no definite reason for the distinction between sim-v and sim-w. The distiction is
made for the user’s and your convienience only and meant to express a direct relationship
between dxdt and sim-w at the one side, and between z and sim-v on the other side. However,
when your z ciepends on dxdt as weli, sim-w is involved implicitly in it.
As the integrator is unable to maintain accuracy with (pseudo)noise disturbances sim-w (i.e,
with unlimited bandwidth), the disturbances sim-v and sim-v are Zero Order Hold signals
which change their values at the sample moments only.

7
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The other vectors are assumed to be familiar without a separate discussion.

2.3.2

Initialization

Both you, as the implementator, and the user have influence on the initialization of the
simü!ator. The wer’s inflnence is in the form cd E- nunber ei‘ S I K ? .PAT files.
This is what happens during initialization:

(1) Standard code sets sim-*, sim-*, sim-xt and z t o all zeros. It does not touch sim-p.
(2) Your function sim-init is called. After this, it is assumed that all of the vectors mentioned above hold reasonable (default) values.
(3) User supplied data is processed, except SIM,X.DAT. This may change all of above vectors
except sim-xt (as the user has no influence on this).
(4) Your function sim-init-x is called, which is supposed t o create a vector x compatible
with the required measurement vector z.
(5) An eventually existing SIM,X.DAT is processed, which may define another initial state
vector.
(6) Your function sim-init-check is called. As the user may have supplied own parameter and state vectors, they be unworkable, for instance containing a non-positive mass.
Function sim-init-check is meant to check the validity of the initialization. It may tell
the standard code that simulation should not start.
(7) Standard code performs some final initializations which may depend on final values of
the various vectors. As far as you are concerned, this includes only the initialization of
sim,=.
Remark Being your last station before actual simulation starts, function sim-init-check may
serve for additional purposes as well. However, these are beyond the scope of the simple standard
simulator discussed here.

2.3.3

Your code

As stated above, you must write five functions in the simulator implementation part. This Is
how it should look like:
Remark: The shorthand VEC is used for double *, which passes a vector as argument of a function.
#include <sim.c>
int

/*

Includes the standard code

sim-fx(VEC dxdt,WEC x,VEC u,double t)

*/

C

i*
Computes the time derivative dxdt of x as a function of x, u and time t.
The resuit may depend on the globd vectors sim-p and si-w as weii.
Should return zero. Any non-zero return aborts the simulation session
(which may be usefull in instable situations).

*/

/*

... Assign values to dxdt [i]

here

return O ;

3
void

sim,fz(VEC

z,WC x,VEC u,double t) .f

...

*/
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/*
Computes z as a function of x, u and time t.
The result may depend on the global vectors sim-p and sim-v as well.

*/

void

/*

... Assign values to zlil here ...

*/

<

sim-init(VEC z )

/*

Initializes sim-p, sim-vt, sim,*,
sim-xt and z to their default
values. Upon entry, all vectors, except sim-p, are initialized t o O
by standard code. As you may have a long parameter vector, initializing
it here should require:
sim-pCOl = * . ; sim-pCi1 =
;
which may be omitted when you initialized sim-p in the simulator
definition part.

..

*/

void

/*

... Insert

sBm-init,x(VEC

/*

initialization code here

. ..

*/

x,VEC z> C

Sets x to be compatible with z.

*/

/* ... Assign

values to x[i] here

3
int

sim,init,check(VEC

/*

...

*/

XI<

Checks initial state x and parameter vector sim-p.
Returns O when OK, any other return value will abort the simulation.

*/
/*

.+.

Your checks here, returning 1 upon problems

... */

return O;

3.1

Background

There is a lot t o say about discontinuities, the ways to handle them in general and the specific
way it is done in sim. For readability only, the discussion is broken into parts, but you have
to read the stuff completely.

sima.doe
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Discontinuous functions

The sim integrator uses Runge Kutta variable stepsize methods to integrate your differential
equations
dx/dt = fx (x ,u, sim-v, sinpp ,t
Rmge Kiltlz methods try to integrate over an i n t e n d (to make a step) by evaluating the
differential equations fx at several points in the interval. They assume fx to be a sufficiently
smooth function of the time t within the interval.
As they are one-step methods, smoothness is not required at the bound of an interval. For
this reason, Zero Order Hold commands u, which are effectively step-like functions, do not
harm as, with proper interval bounds, they are constant within the interval. The same holds
for the disturbances sim-w, which are ZOH signals as well and change at the sample moments
only.
So far now, in evaluating fx neither u, sim-w nor sim-p (which is assumed t o be constant or at
least smooth as well) will violate the Runge Kutta "smoothness in the interval" requirement.
However, x may do. YOUmay have functions fx which change discontinuously with x (or with
their derivatives changing discontinuously with x). From the point of view of the integrator,
these fx are not, or may not be, sufficiently smooth. We'll call these functions discontinuous
functions for short, all other functions being continuous, i.e. sufficiently smooth from the
integrator's point of view.
In many cases, the discontinuities occur for some' values of x only. In those cases, the
functions fx are assumed to be continuous, except for some values of x. As x depends on the
time, this may be translated to fx being continuous except at some moments only. When
your discontinuities do not comply with this, stop reading any further, as the sim integrator
cannot help you.

>

With discontinuous functions, a Runge Kutta integration scheme will fail due to lack of
smoothness. Being a one-step method, and with the discontinuities occuring at some moments
only, it may solve the problem by integrating to the next discontinuity moment and starting
a new integration interval right there. This is what the sim integrator implements.
As stated above, your functions fx should be discontinuous for some x only. Thus, you must
be able to divide your discontinuous functions into sets of continuous functions, where a set
is to be applied in certain circumstances only.

Example 1. Let's assume, that you have to deal with Coulomb friction related t o a single
degree-of-freedom. You may think about your functions as actually being composed of three
different sets, which are discriminated by the sign of the speed: one set for speedCO, a second
for speed=0 and the third for speedN.
3.13

The discontinuity state vector

The single degree-of-freedom Coulomb friction case in Example 1is called a single discontinuity, which happens to hold one of three values to discriminate between the different €unction
sets, say -1, O and +I related to the sign of the speed. The actual discriminating value, either
'Formally we shou!d spealr about "a finite number of" state values x where f x is discontinous. For readability, we prefer to tak about "some" in stead of "a finite number of".
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-1, O or +1, is called the discontinuity state and is denoted as d,.
When you have two degrees-of-freedom and Coulomb friction related to both, the sign of any
of both speeds discriminates between the diEerent possibilities. The total number of function
sets now is 9, which may be regarded as two discontinuities, each discriminating between -1,
O and +I. This results in a discontinuity state vector d, of length 2.
Rempark: Alternatively, you may regard it as a single discontinuity which discriminates between aJl
nine cases with a single value, €or instance -11,-10, -9, -1, O, 1 , 9 , 1 0 and 11, which may originate from
1O*sign(speedl)+sign(speed2).
The ftrst option, regarding them as two sepparate discontinuities, will
defìnitely be the most simple one to handle and is the only one allowed.
For readability, we’ll talk about d, as a scalar. As the different discontinuity cases may be
handled one-by-one, read it, in a multi-discontinuity situation, as an element of the vector d,.

3.1.4

VaIklation functions

As stated earlier, the integrator must integrate to a point in time where the validity of the
current function set ends. Only then it is allowed to switch to another function set. So, it
must be able to locate those points in time. As the integrator does not know your functions,
you must help it.
You have a d, which selects a set of continuous functions from a number of possible sets. You
must have criteria which define the validity of the actual selection. Assuming the Coulomb
friction case of Example 1 and the current discontinuity state d, to be ”positive speed”, the
validation criterium is ”speed must be positive”.
In many cases, a validation criterium may be written in the €orm of a continuous function
being positive to indicate the validity, so becoming zero at the moment where the actual
selection is no longer valid. In the ”positive speed” Coulomb case, the validation function is
the speed itself. As we’re going to use the validation functions a great deal more, it gets the
name dl, where you may read the subscript as shorthand for ”limit”, but you better cal1 it
”left” as you’ll see in a moment.
In the ”positive speed” Coulomb case, the valid range is limited at one side only. There may be
limits at two sides as well. Assume some kind of mechanical backlash its an example, where we
may cross from a left side limit t o a right side limit, the dynamics being quite different during
the cross. Assume the current d, t o hold ”between the limits”. Two validation functions
may be in charge here, namely the distances t o the left and right limit respectively. As we
introduced only dl for a validation function_ and we a c t u d y have two here, we need another
one. Let it be d, for the right side limit, and you should read dl as featuring for the left side
lidt.
Remark It is possible to represent the validity criterium in the backlash case with a single (continuous) function as weU. However, the extra information, wiuch is avaiiabie in the two-function
scheme, is welcome to simplify things, as you will see.
Remark: dl and d, as handled as d,: d, is a vector and di and d, are vector €unctions; when we
talk about them as scdars, we mean an element of d, and the corresponding element o€ dl and d,.

Example 2. Let’s refer again t o the Coulornb frictiorr case of Example 1 and denote the speed
by v. You dedicated d , = -1,O and i t o the u < O, v = O and v > O cases respectively. For
CE, = -1 the single validation function may be d, = -u, limiting the Validity at the right side.
For d, = 1 the single validation function may be dl = v, limiting the validity at the left side.
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When d , = O, i.e. during zero speed trajects, the validation functions cannot be related to
u. Assume f c to be the positive Coulomb stick force and f the sum of all other forces. The
speed should stay zero as long as the absolute value of f does not exceed f c . So, here are our
validation functions for this case: dl = f c if and dr = f c - f.
You may wonder about the requirement about the validation functions t o be positive in the
valid area and the difference between left and right. Please, read on.

8.1.5

Locating a transition moment

You must present information about d1 and dr to the integrator. Let’s now look to the job the
integrator has t o do and what situations it may encounter. Let’s assume the integrator having
to deal with the Coulomb friction case of Example 2 (it does not know about Coulomb, but
you present it the information as suggested in Example 2).
The integrator tries to bridge an i n t e n d , i.e. to make a step. At the start ~f the interval
the speed happens t o be 0.3 and d,=l. So far, so good. It calls your function fx at several
points in the interval. Even if YOU see negative speeds in one of those, YOU must evaluate them
for the d,=i function set (remember, the integrator is able to integrate continuous functions
only). Do not panic about the wrong speed. Just tell the value of the validation function(s),
in this case only dl, equal t o the speed. The integrator computes the state at the end of the
integration interval where the speed happens to be -0.1, which is, of course, not the correct
solution as the wrong function set has been used in a part of the interval. There is a chance
that the speed crosses zero somewhere at three fourth of the interval. The integrator has a
good idea about the accuracy of interpolating state values, so also of your speed, but it does
not know that you used that as the validation function. The integrator also evaluates your
dl information where it finds values equal to the speed. It sees the 0.3 at the start and the
-0.1 at the end of the interval, so there must be a zero crossing. When dl is a continuous
function, the integrator may interpolate the collected information to locate the transition
moment accurately. When dl is not a continuous function, interpolation cannot be done. So,
d l , and dr as well, better be continuous functions.
Now, let’s assume the discontinuity state to be d , = O, so the speed is zero. The integrator
is at the start of an intewal, which may be a moment where the commands have changed. It
calls function fk and sees your discontinuity values, in this case both di and dr. One of both
may be negative (both being negative must be considered inconsistent and the integrator will
abort the job), for instance due to a step in a command. There is no need t o locate the
transition moment as it is right here. So, the integrator makes the transition immediately,
and makes its intended step for the new situation.
Remark: When the sign of the validation functions is not mearningfull, and the integrator uses
amxrrnssings of the= onlyj this transition cannot be made without additional information from
you.

In above situation, we assumed a step in the commands to be the reason why we left the
d, = O state. This is by no means the only situation for this transition t o occur.
You should never go directly from d , = 1 to d, = -1. When you do, you never are in
the function set which evaluates the absolute value of f being below f c . So you must pass
explicitly through d , = O (which is imposed by the integrator as you will see shortly). So
you may pass by the d , = O case at any moment, even when no discontinuons commands are
involved. An immediate detection, and transition to a next d,, right at the start of the next
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integration interval is imposed here as well.
There may be situations where you are able to signal that a d, is not valid any longer, but
you cannot find decent, continuous validation functions. The integrator may work with this,
but you must tell it about the special situation. Apart from dl and d,, there is another vector
where you may pass discontinuity information: da where the subscript stands for ”alert”. You
may omit defining both dr and d, and signal a discontinuity state to be no longer valid by
writing -I or +1 in da (details about the choice between -1and +1 follow below). In this case,
the integrator locates the transition moment by bisection (or stephalving) techniques, which
are much slower than interpolation.

3.1.6

Making a transition

When reaching a discontinuity transition moment, the value of d , should change. The integmtor dictates what it is going to be and it uses a rigid scheme for that:
(1)when the left side limit dl is reached, d, is decremented by one;
(2) when the right side limit d, is reached, d, is incremented by one;
(3) when d , is used t o reach the transition moment: d, is incremented with the sign of das
This rigid transition scheme allows the integrator to proceed without additional information.
Let’s assume again the Coulomb friction case of Example 2 and the integrator making the
transition from ”positive speed’’ to ”zero speed”. The integrator, knowing the new situation
as d , = O only, has located the transition moment with sufficient precision. As a consequence,
the actual speed will be close t o zero only. When your simulated system happens to stay in
the ”zero speed” state for a while, your position will stay constant only when the speed is
exactly equal t o zero. So, the speed must be set t o zero now, the modification being assumed
within the required accuracy. But the integrator cannot do this as it does not know anything
about all these considerations. So, it calls a function sim-d-change, to be written by you, to
inform you about the transition and to let you t o make the modification.

3.1.7

Initialising the discontinuity state

Initially, the discontinuity state values d, are set to zero. When this is not appropriate, you
best set them t o appropriate values in function sim-init-check where the initial state and
the parameters are available.

3.1.8

Summing up

When we talked about d,, di, d, or d a , we meant an element of the vector d,, the value of the
corresponding validation function vector element dl or d, and the value of the corresponding
element of the alert vector d, respectively.
In all cases, your validation €unctions dl and d, must be continuous functions and they must
be positive in the valid area.
You must plan your d, coding scheme and your choice between dl and d, (or eventually the
sign of the CEa alert) t o conform with transition scheme of the integrator as indicated above.
Remark: When you become more familiaf with the stuff, you may take over the assigments of the d ,
values and intermix leftlright and d, d u e s freely?as long as you know what you’re doing. However,
the reqireznents on the validation functions to be continuaus and positive in the valid area should
be matched always.
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Remark: In many cases, the range of a d, will be limited to -1, O, 1. However, when you have a d,.
associated with a d, = 1 case, d, will eventually increase to 2. So, the actual range is not limited,
but discontinuity state values will be walked one after the other.

3.2

Planning

You must define sim-nd t o hold the number of discontinuities involved.
Standard code creates the global vectors:

int
sim,d,x[sim-nd]
;
To hold d ,
double sim-d-1 [sim-nd] ;
To hold samples of function dl
double sim-d,r[sim-nd] ;
To hold samples of function d ,
int
sim-d,a[sim-nd] ;
To hold d ,
The integrator calls your function sim-fx several times in a single integration interval. The
vectors sim-d-1, sim-d-r and sim-d-a are set t o zero before any call t o function sim-fx
and inspected after the c d . In this way, the integrator gathers discontinuity information at
several points in the integration interval.
When all samples of sim-d-1 or sim-d-r were zero, the integrator assumes that you did not
define dl resp. d,. The information in sim-d-a is only used when you did not define dl nor
d,. When dl sim-d-i, sim-d-r and sim-d-a were zero in the entire interval, the integrator
assumes that there are no discontinuity problems.
The discontinuity transition scheme is fixed:
1. When a zero crossing in sim_d,l[if is located, sim,d-w[il will be decreased by 1;
2. When a zero crossing in si-d-r [i] is located, sim,d,x[il
will be increased by 1;
3. When an alert in sim,d,a[if
is honored, sim,d,x[i]
will be increased by the sign of
sim,d,a[i].
4. When any element of sim-d-1, sim-d-r or sim-d-a indicates an invalid correspondong
state sim-d-x at the start of an integration interval, a transition is made immediately.
You are informed about any transition through function sim-d-change.

3.3

Your code

Only the modification t o the standard case, as discussed section 2, are mentioned.
(1) Add a line
#define sim-nd
(number of discontinuities>
t o the simulator definition part.
(2) Add function sim-d-change to the simulation implementation part:

void

sim,d,change(int

id,VEC x,double t>

C

i*
The integrator has reached a discontinuity transition moment.
with O(=id<sim-nd.

It has changed the value of sim,d,x[idf
Please adjust x when necessary.

Eventually you may change sim-d-x as well if a different coding
scheme suit you better.

*/
3

/* ... your

code here

...

*/
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(3) Adjust your function sim-fx to evaluate fx dependent on the values of the discontinuity
state values in sim-d-x, to write validation function information in sim-d-1 and/or
sim-d-r or to alert in sim-d-a. Never change sim-d-x here.
(4) When the initial zeroes in sim-d-x do not suit you, extend your function sim-init-check

ti, &dj& theru.

3.4

Debugging

The logging facility may be used to gather discontinuity transient information. See section 7.
Also your function sim-d-change, which is called upon every transition, may be of use to get
information about (unexpected) transitions.
When you do not obey the rules, the consequences may be:

- desastrous (at least for accuracy) with discontinuow validation functions;
- running in an unintended discontinuity state €or (long) periods of time (the discontinuity
state being stable); inspect the states or measurements to behave as expected;
abortion of the simulation with a ”inconsistent discontinuities” message when you defined
inconsistent validation functions: the integrator is always at the start of an interval when making a transition; when the new situation is invalid (multiple discontinuities may be involved),
another transition is made; there must be some ”progress” towards an accepted state.

-

elayed meas
You may specify a single set of measurements to be delivered with a fixed delay, the delay
being the same for all selected measurements. To activate this measurement delay facility,
you must add t o the simulator definition part the lines
Wdef ine sim-zd-n
(number of delayed measurements>
int
sim,zd,ilsim,zd,nl
= .f
, 3;
with indices if the delayed measurement (in C style numbering from O) at the places of the
dots.

.. .. ..

The standard code declares a global variable
double sim-zd-time;
and initializes it to zero. At the end of all initialization, right after function exp-init-check
has been called, the standard code uses the value of sim-zd-time to schedule its activities. To
have the measurement delay active, you should set the value of sim-zd-time to an appropriate
non-negative value in function sim-init-check, where everything, including the parameter
vector, is available. Changing the value of sim-zd-time at any later moment has no effect.

5

Code generation details

You, as the implementator, may decide to exclude some code (to make it more compact) or
to overrule some defaults (see simedoc)by yours. Here is the list:

#define MO-LOG
#define AGG

Excludes all LOG generating code.
accuracy
Defines alternative default for accuracy.
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#define REPORT
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dt-min
Defines alternative default for dt -min.
report
Defines alternative default for report.

Building a .MEX version

Once you have an implementation of a simulator, you may easily build a .MEX version of it,
at least when you’re lucky. The .MEX version will work with the standard MATLAB only. To
build a MX3 version, to be used with MATLAB386, you need a Watcom C compiler.
Building the . E X version is done with standard, MATLAB delivered tools. However, there
may be problems with different MATLAB versions (you definitely run into troubles with
MATLAB versions below 3.5h in combination with Turbo C). Your .MEX building tool must
comply with the MATLAB version which uses the .MEX file.
You may try in a minute or so. When things do not work, you better give up, as it may take
a lot of time to find out the cause of the trouble and to find a remedy. Do not expect any
support with this.
Here is the recipe for non-specialists:
Copy file \TCE\MEX.BAT t o your directory.
Inspect it to hold the correct MATLAB pathnames and correct them when necessary (this is
the reason for the copy; never change the original files in \TCE!).
Now give the 30s command
MEX sim-?
where sim,? is your simulator implementation.
That should be all.
For specialists:
The E4EX.BAT file compiles your file with MEX defined. Then it links the resulting .OBJ file
with MATLAB supplied and standard C-stuff.
For the compilation part, MEX .BAT calls the commandline Turbo C compiler, which is called
TCCEXE. When you use another compiler, change the name in EX.BAT, When it’s not
there, try t o find one, or compile in some other way (for large code model, with \TCE in the
include path, and with HEX defined).
With toubles in the link phase, refer t o standard MATLAB documentation.

7

Logging

Upon request, the simulator may write a number of SIM,?. LOG files, where the question mark
stands for a number of different letters. They are intended t o help solve problems during
implementation and tend t o grow quite large.
Upon request, the simulator will log time series data in up to five files SIM,? .LOG where the
question mark is:
D Discontinuity handling
G General information
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Commands
States
Measurements

The first value on every log line is always the time t.

_- bul+rr+rairdIûgging with the .ra?~eef Icg-ccde in file SIH-ri.iAT. R e g a d hg-cosfe as a
number with five decimal digits. The five digits indicate if logging for resp. D,6, U, X and Z
is required (any non-zero value) or not (zero). So, log-code 10 commands logging of X (read
it as 00010 to have five digits).
In this way, you’ll have .LOG files with non-decreasing timestamps. You may use a negative
value for log-code as well. Its absolute value selects what to log (as indicated above), but
now you’ll get even more lines logged in some of the LOG-files (U- and Z-logging are not
affected by this). However, the timestamps need not be non-decreasing anymore as will be
explained below.
Tiou
7

I

To limit the sizes of the log files, log-lines in file SIKC.DAT serves as an upperbound for
the number of lines in any of the log files. Logging stops when this number of lines has been
written.
There is no annotation in the log files, which makes them suitable for reading by MATLAB.

7.1

Reading U arid Z-logs

Each line in SIW-U.LûG and Sï#-Z.LûG contains the time followed by the value of vectors u
and z respectively.
Both u and z are Zero Order Hold values. The log files registrate all moments where their
values may change, 01s seen from the simulators point of view.
For the commands u, these are the moments that they become active. When the user indicated
a command delay, you’ll see the delayed values logged here.
The integrator establishes measurement data by calling the implementation dependent function sim-fz at appropriate moments. The values collected at these moments are registrated
in file SIM,Z.LOG. When a measurement delay is active, the user may get (a subset of) these
values at a delayed time.

7.2 Reading G and X-logs
File SIM-G .LOG contains general information. Every line contains:

- the time;
- the stepsiae with which time is reached;
- a code: see below;
- the number of successfull integration steps thus far;
- the number of unsuccessful1 integration steps thus far;
- the number of accepted integration steps which were not accurate, but were accepted because
smaller step size was not required/allowed.
The value of code means:
-2 step reÎused; discontinuity problem; the imtegrâ,tûr cûnld locate the discontimity, but
could not solve it here (i.e. it was not very close t o start or end of the interval); so,
current integration interval is rehsed, but next iog line will have code==2;
-1 step refused due t o discontinuities which could not be located with sufficient accuracy;

sim-a.doe
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step refused due t o insufficient accuracy;
step successfull, no discontinuities were involved;
step successfull, discontinuity present and reached now;
flags a discontinuity state transition at the start of an integration interval (this code
is actually not used in the G-log, but only in the D-log, see below);
first line only, gives initial conditions; integrator did not work yet; stepsize will be
equal t o zero.

Remark that only code values 1 and 2 represent progression in the integration scheme. For
positive values of log-code you’ll get only lines with a positive code. The fifth value on the
line will now give an idea about intermediate failures.
File SIM,X.LOG logs the states at all times which are present in file SIM,G.LOG. So, its lines
are synchronuous with those of SIM,G.LOG. The content of a SIH,X.LOG line should be read
as:
- the time;
- the momentary content of state vector x
Remark, that for negative vdues of log-code the time of a line may be below that of a
preceeding line. Implicitly, this indicates the refusal of the state at the preceeding line. File
SIM-G . LOG gives the details.

1.3

Reading D-logs

The S1H-D. log file contains only lines where discontinuities are involved. At any time where
the value of any discontinuity state changes, a line is written in this file.
The line contains:
- the time;
- a code : equal to the code used in SIM-G.LûG; - the discontinuity index, indicating the
element of sim-d-x involved;
- the discontinuity code; see below;
- the Validation value; see below;
- the new state of the discontinuity state vector sirn-d-x.
The value of the discontinuity code means:
-2 sim,d,a[il is in charge; it is <O
-1 sim-d-1 [i] is in charge

o
1
2

S . . . . .

sim-d-rcil is in charge
sim-d-afil is in chaïige; it is >O

The validation value is sim-d-1 Cal, sim-d-r [i]or zero dependent on the discontinuity code.
For positive values of log-code you’ll get only lines with a positive code. Code 8 may occur
frequently t o indicate a discontinuity transition at the start of an integration interval.

sim-a.doc
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What to find where

The standard \TCE directory should contain the standard simulator files:
- sim.c
: the standard part of any simulator;
- sim-rand.c : the random number generator €or sim.c.
The standard code of extension moddes d l be here as weE. Their ;;arnes xi14 be a h < x > .c
with any text for <x>. These files are here because this allows compilers t o find them when
they have \TCE in their include-path.
For the same reason, the exp,<xx>.def and exp-<xx>.dcl files for a standard experiment
<xx> are here as well.
Example simulator implementations may be found in directory \TCE\SIM. Besides the examples themselves, there may be additional files as well, for instance a standard program
sim,ex.c and its associated project file sim-ex.prj t o run any of the examples. Having
these %es in a sepzr2te (sub)direetsry avoids overcrmvding the \TCE directory.
The documentation is (LA)TEX stuff and resides in directory \TCE\TEX. When it is on your
disk, you may try to read the TEX source, but the readability is not great. Better find a
print-out or make one yourself.
Implementation of experimental and/or simulated environments (which may serve as templates or examples of a new situation as well), are in subdirectories EXP,exx> of \TCE. In
simple cases, both the experiment and the simulator interface are in the same subdirectory
EXP,<xx>. More complicated cases may have separate subdirectories EXP,<xx> and SIH,<xx>
for the experimental and simulator parts respectively.
When these subdirectories are not on your disk and you need them, please ask Jos B.

This is what is implemented in the standard code to handle the user supplied value u[i] for
the i'th command:
double ui;
u i = (u [i] -exp,u,of s [i] /exp,u,res [i] ;
if ( exp-u-min [i] eexp-u-max Cil
$
ui = exp,u-min[il; else
if ( ui<exp,u-min[il
if ( iai>exp,u-maxCil 1 ui = exp-u-maxCil;

3
if ( ui>=0 ) ui += 0.5; else ui -= 0.5;
ui = (longhi;
uCil = exp-u-res Si] +ui+exp,u,ofs [i] ;
The first statement computes i a i to be the discrete equivalent of uCil. Eventually, this ui
is clipped. In the last line but one ui is rounded to the nearest integer value. Finally, the
(clipped and) rounded value is translated back to its original physical dimension and witten
back into uCil, both to echo it back to the user code (which may become aware ofthe values
"Ii-OZïlîSiit
actually used) and t o pass it to the simulator (because the real expe;rizzrentd en--'
uses the corresponding ui value).

1

Introduction

Module sim2 is an extension module to sim. It handles equations-of-motion, including
Coulomb-like friction. This document describes, in addition t o sim-a. doc, everything you
should know to implement an equations-of-motion based simulator. Please read sim-a. doc
first, where you may skip the paragraph on discontinuities when you have Coulomb friction
only. You are also invited to use sim-ex3. c as a template for building your own application.

i

The model

Assume that (part of) your dynamics may be watten as equations of motion in the form
Md2qfdt2 = f - f c
where q is a vector with generalised coordinates, M a (positive definite) mass matrix, f a
vector with all generalized forces except Coulomb friction, (thus including actuator generated
and disturbance generalized forces) and f c a vector with Coulomb generalized friction forces.
For short, we will write v for the speed dqfdt. In general, M is a function of q and both f
and f c are functions of q and v. All may depend on parameters as well.
Vector f c may depend on the speeds v in some discontinuous way: if ui is equal to zero,
f c i will be such that vi will stay zero when this can be realized with a absolute d u e of fci
not exceeding fcoi, where fcO; is called the stick force; if ui is unequal t o zero, f c i will be
equal to sign(vi)fcli, where fcli is cdled the slip force. This definition of f c is called the
friction model. For a realistic stick/sIip behavior, the values of fc0 and f c l must comply with
O <= f c l i <= fcQa.
The values of f c Q and f c l may depend on q and v, but they must be continuous functions (see
sim-a.doc for details), i.e., they must be sufficiently smooth for the Runge Kutta integrator.
In this way the discontinuities in the stickfslip behavior are isolated by the friction model as
presented above.
The actual friction f c depends on the speeds and on feQ and f c l . You specify the latter two,
not f c itself. The friction handling part of sim2 implements the friction model: it computes
f c and handles the discontinuities involved.
Remark: In above friction model, fci depends on the speed vi only. Module sim2 does not implement
support for more complicated relations. However, fcOn and/or fcl; may depend on (all elements
of) q and u, so actual friction behavior may be quite general.
Remark: For the single degree-of-freedom case, fen will be equal to f, during zero speed trajects.
FQC
L. x d t i 0e;rps-nf-freedom czse, things me more complicated.
Remark With fc0i = O, and thus fcli = O as well, f c i will be equal to zero and there is actually
no friction and no discontinuity related to this degree-of-freedom.

3

Planning the simulator

We assume that you have sim2,ng equations of motion and thus a vector q of length sim2,nq.
Besides the equations-of-motion you have sim2_nx, eventually zero, additional states, €or
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instance to represent actuator and/or measurement dynamics. Apart from the Coulomb
friction, you have sim2,nd, eventually zero, additional discontinuities.
Your state vector x must be build as:
x = [ additional states
r"

4

with resp. sid-nx, sim2,nq and sim2,nq elements. Here again, the shorthand v for the
speeds d q / d t is used. Remark, that the total number of states sim-nx equals
sim-nx = sim2,nx + 2*sim2,nq
and that the "translation" between q and v and state vector x is done by:
41.i = xCsim2,nx + i1
vi = xCsim2,nx + sim2,nq + i]
When we use ouï VEC notation (see sim-a.doc) fos "doable *", standard C z?lov~syou ta
declare
VEC q = x + si@-nx;
VEC v = q 9 sim2,nq;
and to subsequently use q and v t o index the appropriate elements of x as given above: writing
q[i] now is identical to x[sim2,nx+il as q is a subvector of x.
The Coulomb friction parameters fc0 and f e l , as they are introduced in section 2, reside in
the vectors sim2-fc0 and sim2-fci respectively, both being vectors of length sim2,sq.
The sim2 module will check the values in sim2-f CO and sim2-f c1 to comply with:
0 <= sim2,fclCil <= sim2,fcOUI
for all i. When not matched, simulation does not start or will be aborted.

the simulator
We refer to the discussion about implementing a standard simulator in sim,a.doc and only
mention the differences here. In the discussion and the action-list below, we refer to the
(hypothetical) case that you already have an implementation of a simple simulator as discussed
in sim,a.doc. This is done to avoid repeating the discussion about standard implementation
details. Probably, you do not have such an implementation yet. In that case, please read the
simple simulator section of sim-a .doc side-by-side with this section.
Module sim2 litterally sits between the standard simulator code sim and your specific implementation part. On one side, it extends your sim2,nx t o the full size state vector of length
sim-nx and your sim2,nd to the full size discontinuity state size sim-nd = sim2,nd+sim2,nq.
On the other side, it creates the functions sin-fx, sin-init-check and sh-d-ciaange. You
need not, and should not, write them.
Function sim-fx calls a function sim2_eom,to be written by you, to evaluate the EquationsOf-Motion model as presented in section 2. It is here that you tell about your system dynamics.
When there are additional states, sim-fx will call a function sim2-fx as well to compute the
dezivatives of the additima! states. This function sim2,fx is another function to be written
by you. When YOU do not have additional states, you may omit it (and forget about it).
The same holds with respect t o discontinuities: only when you have additional discontinuities,
sim-d-change will c d function sim2,d,change,
to be written by you, to handle your own
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discontinuity cases only.

You lost sim-init-check,as sim2 creates it. But this sim-init-check will call a function
sirn2,init,check, to be written by you, so you stay in command here.
The vectors sim2-fc0 and sim2-fcl are global variables, declared in the sim2 module and
iuitidizrd to d ?;eres. Yeu r m s t set their v d w s appropriately. W-en their d r i e s depend
on x (or explicitly on the time), you do this in function sim2,eom. When their values are
essentially constant, you best set them once in function sim2,init,check, where all other
initialization has been done and the parameters are present. As their values are preserved,
there is no need now to set them over and over in sim2,eom.
This is what you should do:
Change in the simulator definition part
#define sim-nx
<number of states>
to

#define sim2,nx
<number of additional states>
counting the additional states only.
When there is a define for sim-nd,remove it. When you have, in addition to the Coulomb
friction, other discontinuities, then add a line
#define sim2,nd
<number of additional discontinuities>
Add a line
#define sim2-nq <number of degrees-of-freedom>
As you do not have a definition of sim-nx yet, change the array sizing sim,= in the
declaration of sim-xnames in sim2,nx+2*sim2,nq.
Change in the simulator implementation section the line
#include <sim.&
into
#include <sim2.c>
which includes the extension module sim2 together with the standard code sim.
Write a function sim2,eom where eom stands for Equations Of Motion. The function
should build mass matrix M and generalized force vector f kom your model ar presented
in section 2. The mass matrix must be symmetric and positive deñnite. It must be
build column-wise in a C-style vector (filling MLO], MCll
MCsim2,nql etc. with
the matrix elements M11, M21, .. M12 etc.) and completely filled. When the Coulomb
friction vectors sim2,fcO and/or sim2-fcí depend on the state or the time, you should
adjust their values as well. Function siml-eom should return O, any other return value
aborts the simulation. This is how sid-eom should look like:

..

int sim2,eom(VEC M,VEC f,VEC x,VEC u,double t > {
/* You may declare:
*i
VEC q = x + si&,=;
VEC v = q + sim2,nq;
/* (repeat the V E C t t ) to easy address the q- and v- part of x */
/*
Return non-zero in case of troubles
*/
/*
Build i\3 and f
*/
/* ... Eventually change sim2,fcO and/or sim2,fcl
*/
return O;

...
.. .

...

...
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(5) When you have additional discontinuities, thus when your sim2,nd is positive, then write
function siml-d-change. Apart from its name, it should be identical t o sim-d-change
as described in sim-a.doc. The value of its ñrst argument will be O .. sim2,nd-1 only.
(6) When you have additional states, thus when your sim2,nx is positive, then write function sim2-fx. Apart from its name, it should be identical to sim-fx as described in
sim-a.doc. You should set vahes for dxdt [SI .. dxdt Lsim2,nx-lj only. The full state
vector x is available. Also the values of dlxdt Cil with i>=sirn2_nxare already there.
(7) Change function sim-init-check to siml-init-check, which should:
- Check the parameters and the initial state, returning non-zero upon troubles.
- Set (initial) values in vectors sim2,fcO and sim2,fcl, both of length sim-nq. Upon
entry (and when you did not touch them in sim-init or sim-init-x), they contain
all zeros. Their values must comply with O <= sim-fel <= sim-fc0 on an element-byelement basis. There is no need to verify this as this is done by sifl.
- The standard code in sim2 will repeat the compliance check every time after it, cdled
siml-eom. When sim2,fcO and sim2-fcl are essentially constant, these repeated checks
may be bypassed by adding a statement
sim2-check = O;
- Return O.

